Phrasal verb gaps fill 12

Conjugate the phrasal verbs in each sentence so that it makes sense in each context

1. If you committed a crime, would you _____ yourself ____ (Give up) to police?
2. Do you usually ___________________ (Back down) from arguments or confrontations?
3. Is it easy _________________ (Get away with) crimes in your country?
4. Should the police _______________ (Look into) any crimes in your city?
5. Have you ever _______________ (Get away) with breaking the law?
6. Would you ever _______________ (Run away) from the police even if you were innocent?
7. Have you ever been _______________ (Beat up)?
8. Do you ever _________________ (Tell off) your family members for misbehaving?
9. Is _________ people ______ (Let off) after committing crimes ever acceptable?
10. Has anyone ever _________________________ (Break in) to your house?

*Ask and answer the questions with your partner*
Answer sheet

1. give...up
2. back down
3. to get away with
4. look into
5. got/gotten away
6. run away
7. beaten up
8. tell off
9. letting...off
10. broken in